HOT NEWS FROM CABUR WORLD
NEW SMART PRINT AND SMART ROLL

THERMAL TRANSFER PRINTING SYSTEM

Smart Print.

Smart Roll.

The SMART PRINT thermal transfer printer is compact in size for instant
use and has an innovative design to meet any requirement in the electric
marking industry. Provided with a display, 2 control buttons and sound
alerts, with instant feeding and ejection of cards and labels:

The SMART ROLL printer is a quick, user-friendly solution for printing
larger runs. It is low maintenance and extremely silent. Provided with a
control display and sound alerts.
It is the ideal solution for fast, continuous printing of:

»» Tags for sleeves for wires;
»» Wraparound cable markers;
»» Tags for contactors.

Tags for sleeves for wires;
Wraparound cable markers;
Tags for terminal blocks;
Labels for equipment and strips
for modular switches;
»» Tags for contactors;
»» Strips for electric panels;
»» ID tags for distributions boards.
»»
»»
»»
»»

PRODUCTS FOR MARKING

We provide a full range of products able to meet your specific marking needs.

PRODUCTS FOR MARKING

We provide a full range of products able to meet your specific marking needs.
Tags for wires

Flat tags for cables

Wire labelling tags

Wraparound cable markers

Tags for terminal
blocks Cabur
Weidmueller, Phoenix,
Contact, Wago,
Legrand, Contaclip,
Entrelec

Tags for contactors

Labels for equipment
and strips for modular switches

Adhesive tags for
distributions boards

Flat tags for cables

Wraparound cable markers

Tags for contactors

MarKing Pro XT
Software for marking
MarKing Pro XT is an application to print characters and
images on tags and cards, monochromatically. It can be
used with the Smart Print and Smart Roll printers, as well.
With this user-friendly, extremely flexible system, users
may select the marking settings, adjusting the sequences
of characters and symbols to meet any requirement and
print them out on Cabur tags, which can be selected from
a database included in the software. MarKing Pro XT can
import and handle Excel, csv, txt and other formats, as well
as support Unicode formats. The software can automatically
import data to produce tags and labels for wires, terminal
blocks, and other equipment for the most common electric
CADs, such as SPAC Automazione, IGE-XAO, and ELETTRO
GRAPHICS. With the MarKing system, the Smart Print and
Smart Roll printers may be used at the same time.

With a user-friendly graphic interface, MarKing Pro XT
is easy to use, shows previews and does not require any
special technical skills.
Cabur can also make labels to order, from the customer’s
MarKing Pro files. Send Cabur your MarKing Pro XT files for
a quotation, and enjoy our most efficient service and reliable
results.

Technical requirements for installation:
Platform: PC
Operating system:
• for use with Smart Print: Microsoft® WindowsTM Xp SP3 or later;
• for use with Smart Roll: Microsoft® WindowsTM Xp SP3 or later.
Memory: 1Gb RAM minimum
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